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Abstract
We demonstrate the latest release of PyArg, an open-source Python package of implementation algorithms
with a web interface. PyArg provides various argumentation-based functionalities, including evaluation
and visualisation of abstract argumentation frameworks, ASPIC+ argumentation theories and assumption-
based argumentation frameworks; explanation algorithms; multiple generators; a learning environment;
implementations of theoretical papers and a showcase of a practical application.
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1. Introduction

PyArg is an open-source software implementation in Python that provides practical algorithms
for theoretical problems in various argumentation formalisms and makes (potential) applications
of these algorithms visible in a web interface. PyArg is intended to be a software solution for
researchers within the argumentation community, students who may become part of it, as well
as stakeholders outside the community. Depending on the users’ goals, they can (A) validate and
extend the open-source implementations of argumentation algorithms on GitHub; (B) install
the Python package in one line and use it as a dependency in other Python projects; and/or (C)
explore PyArg’s functionalities in the web interface. PyArg was first presented in [1]. A new
version, with multiple new functionalities, was proposed in [2]. In this paper, we give a brief
overview of PyArg’s functionalities from the front-end and from the back-end.

2. Related work

For an extended overview of software related to computational argumentation, we refer to
[3]. The implementations that are most similar to PyArg are Tweety [4], the Online Argument
Structures Tool (TOAST) [5], Gorgias Cloud [6] and NEXAS [7]. Finally, many algorithms for a
limited set of argumentation-related problems have been submitted to the ICCMA competition1.
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3. Back-end functionalities

In this section, we describe the functionalities that can be used from the back-end, by
cloning the Python code from GitHub2 or installing it from PyPI3 using pip install python-
argumentation. Specific usage examples can be found on the documentation website.4

The Python package PyArg currently supports abstract argumentation [8], ASPIC+ [9] and
assumption-based argumentation (ABA) [10, 11]: it provides algorithms for evaluating argu-
mentation settings in different semantics [12]. In addition, it has functionality for explaining
the (non-)acceptance of arguments and formulas in abstract argumentation frameworks (AFs)
and ASPIC+ argumentation theories [13, 14]. Furthermore, PyArg provides algorithms for
dynamic argumentation problems. In particular, the package contains an implementation of the
approximation algorithm for the stability problem from [15], as well as an inexact but efficient
algorithm for estimating relevance [16] based on the labels from the aforementioned stability
algorithm. Finally, PyArg provides algorithms for realisability in abstract argumentation [17]
and ABA [18], that is: given a semantics and a set of extensions, is there an (assumption-based)
AF that, for the given semantics, has exactly these extensions?

In addition, PyArg provides several generators. For generating ASPIC+ argumentation systems,
PyArg uses the “layered” generator from [15, Section 4.2.5]. For abstract AFs, PyArg provides
a basic random generator. Furthermore, PyArg provides various importers and exporters to
convert argumentation settings to various formats.

4. Web interface

In order to demonstrate how PyArg’s algorithms can be applied in various settings, we provide
a web interface.5 In this section, we describe each of its five pages.

On the generator pages, users can generate an ASPIC+ argumentation system or abstract
AF, parameterised by specific settings.

For visualisation, the user can choose between abstract argumentation [8], ASPIC+ [9]
and ABA [10, 11]. As a first step, the user either chooses a predefined argumentation setting
or gives a specification of a new one. For the abstract AFs, users can provide arguments and
the attacks between them; in the ASPIC+ setting users can provide axioms, ordinary premises
with their preferences, strict rules, defeasible rules with their preferences and a choice in how
to derive an ordering from these preferences; and in the ABA setting, users provide atoms,
rules, assumptions and contraries. Given this input, the corresponding AF is visualised as a
graph. Next, this input is evaluated based on a large variety of extension-based semantics [12].
The extensions of a given semantics are presented as buttons; by clicking on a button, the
corresponding extension is visualised by coloring the graph – see Figure 1. PyArg features
both a regular mode (in which arguments in the extension are coloured green, while other
arguments are yellow or red) and a colourblind-friendly mode that uses an adapted colour

2https://github.com/DaphneOdekerken/PyArg
3https://pypi.org/project/python-argumentation/
4https://daphneodekerken.github.io/PyArg/
5https://pyarg.npai.science.uu.nl/
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Figure 1: The visualisation page for abstract AFs.

Figure 2: One of the learning pages, where a user can practice identifying preferred extensions.

palette. For abstract argumentation and ASPIC+, the user can additionally request explanations
for (non-)accepted arguments and formulas [13, 14].

The learning environment is intended for anyone interested in learning computational
argumentation. In this functionality in the web interface, a learner can choose between various
exercises. As the learner starts an exercise, PyArg generates a random abstract AF using its
generators (see Figure 2). The learner then gives the extensions, and PyArg uses its semantics
algorithms for validating the learner’s solutions.

The algorithms pages showcase research on realisability, see Figure 3. The user can input
sets of extensions in the text field. PyArg then computes and displays properties of these
extensions [17]. Depending on these properties and the semantics, it may be possible to
generate a canonical AF with exactly these semantics. If that is the case, the corresponding
semantics button becomes active and the user can generate the canonical AF.

The chat interface (Figure 4) is an application for the algorithms for stability and relevance in
inquiry dialogue. First, the user chooses an ASPIC+ argumentation system, a set of queryables
(e.g. formulas that can be asked in a dialogue), a topic formula for the chat and an initial
knowledge base. PyArg then uses the stability algorithm to find out if it makes sense to ask for
more information - if so, it uses the relevance algorithm for identifying relevant questions.



Figure 3: One of the algorithms pages showcasing research on realisability.

Figure 4: The chat interface on the applications page.

5. Conclusion and future work

PyArg combines algorithms for argumentation problems with a web interface, aiming to improve
the connections between theoretical and practical work on argumentation on the one hand,
and inside and outside the community on the other hand. The contributions of this version of
PyArg are mainly focused on the front-end. We are currently working on improving the back-
end performance by calling more efficient algorithms, collaborating with authors of existing
solvers. In addition, we aim to add support for more formalisms. On a final note, we are open
to collaborations and suggestions for additional functionalities, algorithms or other feedback,
which we hope to incorporate in future releases of PyArg.
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